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Abstract
Synchronization in a mutually coupled identical Thomas oscillators with non-
linear coupling schemes show unusual characteristics than with linear coupling.
Linearly coupled systems show expected complete synchronization (CS). Whereas
with non-linear coupling there are windows of lag(LS) or anti-lag(ALS) synchro-
nizations after CS in the intermediate rage of coupling followed by CS again,
not achieved earlier. More new features in synchronization are observed for a
small window of both types of coupling when uncoupled system’s dynamics is at
the border of chaotic and quasi-periodic regimes. The stability of synchronized
states in all the cases for weak and moderate coupling remain slightly below the
stable-unstable boundary towards the stable region. Therefore stable synchro-
nized states are not too sensitive to perturbation, means perturbation dies very
slowly.
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1. Introduction
Complex systems, owing to the rich interactions, can self organize to a new
behavior which an individual does not possess. They also adapt to the unpre-
dictable changes in the environment. Synchronization of linear and nonlinear
oscillators are one such phenomena studied under diverse fields, but stability
theory developed for linear coupling only. When there is interaction among os-
cillators exhibiting chaotic or stochastic dynamics there may be synchronization
effects[1][2][3]. Synchronization is a spontaneous process in which there is tran-
sition from disorder to order. Out of many synchronization processes, complete
synchronization(CS) is a full coincidence of amplitude and phase. It stands out
a special case because of identical nature of oscillators and couplings. Stabil-
ity theory and Lyapunov exponents are largely also studied for CS, considering
linear coupling [4][5][6][7][8]. Negative feedback is the most common method
leading towards self organization and synchronization of the coupled dynamical
systems. By the study of such coupled open system one can probe many natu-
ral and artificial phenomena which find tremendous applications in science and
technology[9][10][11][12][13][14][15].
Most of the fundamental studies related to synchronization of chaotic oscilla-
tors are focused on Lorenz and Ro¨ssler chaotic oscillators owing to their rich
dynamics and applications[16].
Rene Thomas proposed a particularly simple 3D flow which produces remark-
able dynamical behavior and became a prototype for chaos studies[17]. The
model is given by
dx
dt
= −bx+ siny
dy
dt
= −by + sinz
dz
dt
= −bz + sinx
(1)
This model represents a particle moving in a force field with frictional damping
under the action of some external source of energy. Originally it was developed
as a model for a feedback circuit[17]. Theoretical models based on feedback
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circuits are also useful to understand phenonomena of many more real systems
like cell differenciation[18] and regulatory network[19]. In general this system
is suitable for mathematical modelling of many biological systems[20]. Due to
the extreme sensitivity to external stimuli it responds more actively to its envi-
ronment through the parameter b. Brownian motion can also be seen as active
unit motion, where the active unit has random fluctuation or closely related
to chaotic motion. Active motion is associated with internal energy through
velocity dependent friction[21]. Thus depending on the frictional term, the pa-
rameter b plays the role of absorbing or releasing energy. Therefore it sets a self
driven active motion in the presence of an environment.
Two important characteristics of this system need more attention. One is the
symmetry under the cyclic interchange of x, y, z coordinates and other is the
sole parameter b which is the damping coefficient. The system varies smoothly
from chaotic dissipative system to a chaotic conservative system and the latter
case provides the only example for fractional diffusion in a purely deterministic
system[17]. In the limit b = 0 the system can perform chaotic walk. Route
to chaos and its symbolic dynamics are well studied problems [22][23]. Recent
studies shows that the standard diffusion process is not universal. Experimental
measurements show there are fractional diffusion processes in which mean square
displacement scales down as a fractional power law. Examples are spatially dis-
ordered system, in turbulent fluids and plasmas, biological media with traps and
in macromolecular crowding [24][25]. A much more recent study shows that the
early universe was chaotic [26] in the very beginning and it is claimed that the
evolution was through chaotic walks. In the light of all these developments it is
worth knowing the capability of Thomas system in producing spatio-temporal
patterns, phase transition from disorder to order and chaotic walk when few or
many such oscillators are coupled together.
Despite the richness in dynamics of the Thomas system, and its possible ap-
plications in many real systems discussed above, there is no study on the syn-
chronization properties of the coupled Thomas systems. Therefore the detailed
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study of coupled Thomas oscillators will fecilitate a more quantitative founda-
tion of understandig of real systems than just phenomological understanding.
There is a recent study of collective motion of active Brownian particles with
polar alignment. The system was modeled with a stochastic dynamics with non-
linear phase coupling[27]. Understanding of collective dynamics of two or more
active units will lead to better understanding of collective motion of Brownian
particles in biological systems and in general large scales collective dynamics of
large ensembles of interacting active particles units[21]. This lays the impor-
tance of the study of synchronization of coupled Thomas oscillators
Therefore the motivation in this paper is to quantify collective dynamics and
explore possible explanation of collective behavior of active units in real sys-
tems. We consider only two coupled identical Thomas oscillators under mutual
coupling scheme with linear and nonlinear coupling function. There are several
coupling schemes. Among them mutual dissipative coupling scheme is most
studied. This scheme also provides basis for collective behavior of number of
units. The master-slave coupling scheme which is unidirectional coupling has its
importance when there is a master which drives the others. Though majority of
studies consider linear coupling in chaotic system, non-linear coupling can not
be ruled out in real systems[27]. Since Thomas system has only one parameter
and that also being a coefficient with linear term, non-linear coupling constant
provides one more parameter to control the dynamics. This is particularly im-
portant in the limit b = 0, when system shows chaotic walk. In this study the
synchronization of strange attractor as well as quasi-periodic attractor are both
investigated which correspond to two different values of b, the damping coeffi-
cient. The quasi-periodic attractor considered here falls at the edge of a small
chaotic window which makes the system sensitive to perturbation. The stability
of synchronization is analyzed by the transverse Lyapunov exponents, without
any linearization. The onset of synchronization is verified by Pearson coefficient
and the transverse distance on the synchronization manifold. Synchronization
thresholds are analyzed and compared for the two cases with linear as well as
nonlinear coupling function.
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2. Bidirectionally Coupled Thomas System With Linear Coupling
The mutual linear coupling is provided to x variable. Since the system is
symmetric with respect to interchange among all the variables, coupling to other
variables instead to x would give the same dynamics.
The governing equation of motion is given by
x˙1 = f(x1) +C(x2 − x1)
x˙2 = f(x2) +C(x1 − x2)
(2)
where we consider f(x1) = f(x2) and is given by (1) with x1,x2 ε ℜn. C is the
coupling matrix given by
C =


cc 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 (3)
The stability of the synchronized manifold is given by the negativity of the
largest transverse Lyapunov exponent, λ⊥(LTE). LTE is calculated from the
time evolution of the perturbation of projections perpendicular to the synchro-
nized manifold. Parallel and perpendicular projections perturbations are defined
by
δX‖ = (δx1 + δx2)/
√
2
δX⊥ = (δx1 − δx2)/
√
2
(4)
and their time evolution are governed by
δX˙‖ = J(X).δX‖
δX˙⊥ = [J(X) − 2C].δX⊥
(5)
where J(X) is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the synchronization manifold.
The synchronization manifold is stable when the perturbations transversal to
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the manifold dies out exponentially. This implies that all the Lyapunov expo-
nents for the transversal perturbations are negative[5].
The calculated results of detection and stability of synchronized states are
displayed in the Figure(1). The LTE spectrum shows the onset of CS starts at
a critical value of the coupling strength(cc) in intermediate range. Our results
show the largest Lypunov exponent (LLE) becomes negative much earlier than
the onset of stable CS. This is a general observation noted in many studies[5].
This shows systems bifurcate to non-chaotic motion before they achieve CS.
There is one more onset of synchronization at a weak coupling before the cou-
pled system bifurcates to non-chaotic motion. This is imperfect synchroniza-
tion(IS), a weak form of synchronization. Before achieving stable CS, there is
fluctuation between stable and unstable synchronized states.
The system displays a transition to complete synchronized(CS) state, de-
fined by x1(t) = x2(t) = X(t) at a critical value of cc. This is the only type of
synchronized state observed throughout the range of cc from the onset(critical)
value. This is an expected result as seen for other coupled identical chaotic
oscillators whose master stability function intersects x-axis (coupling strength)
only once[2, 16]. This transition is due to two counter-balancing effects. The
instability of the synchronized manifold is measured by the LLE where as the
diffusion measures the stability. When diffusion dominates over instability, the
system synchronizes and the motion takes place in an invariant subspace of syn-
chronization manifold described by X˙(t) = F(X(t))..
Detection of CS is obsereved by the calculation of Pearson coefficient(ρ), the
degree of cross correlation between the variables[28], defined by
ρ =
〈(x1 − 〈x1〉)(x2 − 〈x2〉)〉√
〈(x1 − 〈x1〉)2〉〈(x2 − 〈x2〉)2〉
(6)
where < . > denotes full space time average. The averages are calculated after
the initial transients. When ρ = 1 the two variables are completely correlated,
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ρ = −1 means negatively correlated and for ρ = 0, the two variables are com-
pletely uncorrelated.
Though ρ spectrum shows CS throughout the range of cc beyond the onset value
of stability, it may not be confirmed just by this calculation. The reason is that
ρ is not sensitive to local instabilities, taking place at specific locations on the
synchronized manifold since they are obtained from temporal averages. So it
can happen that even though the LTE is negative and yet perfect synchroniza-
tion may not be present. Therefore we rely on another important measure of
the CS manifold, that is the average distance from the synchronized manifold
|x⊥|rms and its maximum observed values |x⊥|max. The former being sensitive
to global stability while the latter to local stability[29]. It is defined as,
|x⊥|rms = lim
T→∞
1
T−T0
∫
T
T0
|x1(t)− x2(t)|dt (7)
where T0 is the transient time and T, is the total time of computation.
In the case of chaotic trajectories (b = 0.18) the LLE (λ1) of the coupled
system becomes negative at cc = 0.131 while the LTE(λ⊥) becomes negative at
a value of cc = 0.47. So the onset of stable CS starts from the critical value
of cc = 0.47 which is verified by ρ. This is further confirmed by |x⊥|rms and
|x⊥|max. There occurs a weak form of synchronization, that is imperfect phase
synchronization(IPS) within a very narrow window of coupling(cc = 0.15−0.29).
Within this range both LLE and LTE remain negative but ρ is much less than
one. Beyond this window there is fluctuation of IPS state before system achieves
CS.
The case of b = 0.1998 is termed as quasi-periodic [22] even though LLE of the
uncoupled system is not exactly zero. The reason is that it is very closed to zero
and is at the boundary of quasi-periodic and chaotic regimes. In this case LLE of
the coupled system becomes negative at cc = 0.238 and LTE becomes negative
at cc = 0.30, showing the onset of CS. This is further verified by |x⊥|rms and
|x⊥|max calculations. In this case also we observe onset of IPS at cc = 0.17 but
fluctuates between stable and unstable states and dies soon with increasing cc.
The crucial point to be noted here is that as we decrease the value of b the value
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of coupling coefficient increases for the onset of complete synchronization.
3. Bidirectionally Coupled Thomas System With Nonlinear Coupling
In the case of sinusoidal nonlinear bidirectional coupling, the dynamics is
given by
x˙1 = f(x1) +Csin(x2 − x1)
x˙2 = f(x2) +Csin(x1 − x2)
(8)
The dynamics of transverse perturbation, governed by the Equation(5) gets
modified to (without any approximation (linearization))
δX˙⊥ = [J(X) − 2Ccos(x2 − x1)].δX⊥ (9)
The results of detection and stability of synchronized states for this case are
summarized in the Figure(2). The coupled system bifurcates from chaotic to
non-chaotic at cc = 0.26 at which LLE crosses the cc axis to negative value in
the quasi-periodic case (b = 0.1998). Where as LTE becomes negative around
cc = 0.338. There is a small window of stability for cc = 0.338− 0.405. There-
after there is a sharp transition to unstable synchronized state because LTE
shows sudden instability at c = 0.41. The system retains stable synchronized
state again from cc = 0.415. There is a clear co-relation among the spectrum
of LLE, LTE and ρ. There are dips in the value of ρ at cc = 0.41, 0.44 and
0.63, showing loss of CS. As we have seen from the value of LTE that there
is indeed instability of synchronization at cc = 0.41 , but it remains negative
at 0.44 and 0.63. The ρ value at cc = 0.41 agrees with the prediction of LTE,
but its prediction for cc = 0.44 and 0.63 do not match. So we expect nature
of synchronized state for these values of cc are different from CS. We observe
that while LTE becomes positive abruptly at cc = 0.41, LLE rises also abruptly
to less negative value as indicated by the spike. A similar scenario occurs for
cc = 0.44 also. But LTE remains negative, therefore the synchronized state is
stable. Both LTE and LLE become more negative at cc = 0.63 as indicated by
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the spikes in both of the Lyapunov spectrum.
To predict the nature of synchronization for cc = 0.44 and 0.63, we analyse
the time series. Figure(3) shows there is indeed co-operative dynamics but not
CS at these values of coupling. The time series for cc = 0.41 also shows some
kind of co-operative dynamics but very unstable as LTE predicts. This happens
because LTE spectrum at cc = 0.41 has a very narrow window of instability,
almost sharp boundary between stable and unstable regions.
The synchronized states for cc = 0.44 and 0.63 seem to be either Lag Synchro-
nization(LS) or Anti Lag Synchronization (ALS). To quantify and visualize the
LS and ALS we use the idea of similarity function[30]. The similarity function
is defined as the time average of the variables x1(t) and x2(t+ τ). It is given by
S2∓ =
〈(x2(t+ τ)∓ x1(t))2〉√
〈x12(t)〉〈x22(t)〉
(10)
If S−(τ0) = 0 for any nonzero τ0, the system is in LS and if S+(τ0) = 0, the
system is in ALS. τ is the time shift between the two synchronized signals, x1(t)
and x2(t) at which S assumes the minimum. The LS can be seen by plotting
x2(t+ τ) vs x1(t) and ALS by plotting x2(t− τ) vs x1(t).
The unstable LS for cc = 0.41 has a lag of 26.46 between x2(t+ τ) and x1(t).
But the stable LS with a lag of 25.55 is observed at the value of cc = 0.44.
In both of these cases x1 lags behind x2. The stable LS at cc = 0.44 has an
extra feature. In this case there is an added phase shift of pi. At cc = 0.63, the
scenario is reversed, where x1 leads x2 by a time shift of 7.41 together with an
amplitude flip between x1 and x2 . Another and very important extra feature
observed in the case of cc = 0.63 is that the center of oscillations are different
for the two variables unlike in other two cases. The oscillators oscillate about
their respective centres which are symmetrically placed opposite to zero axis
and the amplitude of oscillation also reduced by a factor of half.
In the case chaotic trajectories (b = 0.18), the transition from chaotic to
non-chaotic occurs at cc = 0.199 as evident from LLE, where as, unlike in
previous case, stable CS takes place much larger value of cc, equal to 0.49 as
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shown by LTE spectrum. Prior to this transition LTE becomes negative at a
particular value of cc = 0.1, where LLE simultaneously just crosses the zero
value. This shows a weak form of synchronization which is amplitude enve-
lope synchronization(AES)[31]. But AES is extremely sensitive to the change
of coupling constant as evident from the LTE spectrum. Both the Lyapunov
exponents become positive abruptly with a slight variation in cc and hence this
state is very unstable with respective to cc. A close look at the LTE spectrum,
we observe that LTE decreases monotonically and slowly after the transition
point cc = 0.49 but with a fluctuation about the mean. Because of this fluctu-
ation it just crosses the cc axis up at cc = 0.51 and so makes the synchronized
state unstable at this particular value of coupling. Spectrum of ρ also shows the
loss of CS at cc = 0.51. Thereafter ρ spectrum confirms the synchronized state
as CS.
Comparing the results for the two coupling schemes, it is clear that non-linearity
in coupling function adds extra features in synchronized states. It is known that
there is a bifurcation from CS to dysynchronization for a higher value of cou-
pling constant in two linearly coupled Ro¨ssler oscillators. This is because master
stability function cuts at two points on coupling axis. But this is not the case
here for non-linear coupling. In this case master stability function predicts CS
throughout, after the onset value of cc (Figure(4)), which is verified from the
result of linear coupling. This prediction is not obeyed in the case of non-linear
coupling. The reason for this can be understood on the basis of the stability
dynamics of the synchronized manifold given by the equations (5) and (9) re-
spectively. The Equation(5) is linear whereas the Equation(9) is non-linear. In
other words the Equation(5) is the linearized form of the Equation(9). The
master stability function is based on linearization of Jacobian matrix. Any lin-
earization of the Equation(9) will lead to similar result as that of Equation(5),
which does not capture complete picture due to the presence of non-linear cos
term. Therefore we carried out full calculation of Lypunov exponent instead of
finding eigen-values of linearized Jacobian. Therefore we are able to capture the
extra effects coming from non-linear stability equation for synchronization. It is
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because of this small non-linearity that gives rise to dramatic effect to produce
bifurcation from CS to LS or ALS and finally to CS at some intermediate value
which is not captured by linear master stability function. The LS and ALS are
otherwise known to be observed in linearly coupled autonomous non-identical
chaotic oscillators , identical autonomous oscillators with delay coupling[16] or
linearly coupled identical non-autonomous oscillators[32]. In all the previous
cases LS and ALS are observed to appear before the onset of CS only. In the
present case these two form of synchronizations are observed between two stable
CS.
Appearance of weak form of synchronization before the onset of CS is due to the
specific characteristics of the system, because it is observed for both linear and
non-linear couplings. Secondly a close look at Lyapunov exponent(LE) curves,
we observe that LE is very closed to zero (x-axis) and fluctuation is comparable
to absolute value. Therefore such fluctuations drives the system to cross the
x-axis.
4. Conclusion
Two mutually coupled identical Thomas oscillators show synchronized dy-
namics when coupling constant(cc) crosses a critical value. Four different cases
are considered. Linear and sinusoidal nonlinear coupling schemes for two cases
of uncoupled dynamics of individual oscillators namely chaotic ( system param-
eter, b = 0.18) and quasi-periodic (b = 0.1998), but very closed to chaotic. In
all the cases, any perturbation to the stable synchronized states dies very slowly
because the largest transverse Lyapunov exponent (LTE) remains negative but
very closed to zero for a wide range of intermediate coupling after the onset.
In the case of linear coupling the nature of synchronization, that is CS, agrees
with general observation, found in extensively studied Lorenz and Ro¨ssler oscil-
lators. Since LTE remains very closed to zero, therefore for weak coupling there
appears a small window of synchronized regime other than CS due to fluctua-
tion in LTE. This is the characteristics of this system. In This case LTE and
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largest Lyapunov exponent(LLE) become zero almost simultaneously but much
earlier than the onset of CS. Therefore Coupled system bifurcate from chaotic
to non-chaotic before it attains CS. Coupled system bifurcates to non-chaotic
earlier at cc = 0.131 in the case of chaotic than at cc = 0.238 when oscillators
were in quasi-periodic regime. The onset of CS in the earlier case is at cc = 0.47
where as in the latter case is at 0.30.
Synchronization properties are more complex when the coupling is sinusoidal
non-linear coupling. In this case also CS is observed for both kind of uncoupled
dynamics but there are large fluctuations in both LLE and LTE. Even after the
onset of CS, there is a loss of CS at some specific small window of cc shown by
Pearson coefficient in the intermediate coupling range. In such cases stable CS
transforms into either Lag (LS) or anti lag(ALS) synchronization. This is be-
cause of non-linearity in the stability equation. Linearization of this non-linear
stability equation fails to capture anomalous characteristics of synchronization.
LS and ALS are earlier known to be achieved before achieving CS by linearly
coupled non-identical or non-autonomous oscillators or by time delay coupling.
We are now for the first time able to achieve LS or ALS between stable CS in
coupled identical oscillators by non-linear coupling. LS and ALS are confirmed
by the calculations of similarity function. Similar to linear case, in this case also
a weak form of synchronization(amplitude envelope) is observed for very weak
coupling where systems remain in chaotic regime for b = 0.18.
Our result found is very significant to understand collective motion of active
units in a medium, like coupled Brownian particles. In such systems there is
a velocity-velocity co-relation. Therefore variables in our model represent com-
ponent of velocity. There is indeed a possibility of phase co-relation (LS or
ALS) among the velocities of Brownian particles other than moving with com-
mon velocity(CS). This result agrees qualitatively with the result obtained in
co-operative dynamics of Brownian particles as reported in [27]. In the con-
text of collective motion of Brownian particles, CS means absorbing/ releasing
energy from/ to source (medium) are simultaneous. Whereas LS with a phase
difference of pi would mean that when one particle releasing energy, the other
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absorbing at the same time, as if no energy transfer to / from the source. This
is indeed possible in Brownian motion.
Study of synchronization property of two coupled Thomas oscillators is the first
step to understand phenomena in many real systems. The stochastic dynamics
of Brownian motion can also be modeled with Chaotic dynamics of Thomas
system[33]. A full understanding of collective motion of active units can be
achieved when we consider co-operative dynamics of large units. Extension of
the present study to include large units will provide a clear picture of pattern
like chimera or cluster states.
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Figure 1: Stability of synchronization (Lyapunov exponent) and complete synchronization
(Pearson coefficient and Transverse distance) in the case of Linear Coupling(LC)
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Figure 2: Stability of synchronization (Lyapunov exponent) and complete synchronization
(Pearson coefficient and Transverse distance) in the case of Non Linear Coupling(NLC)
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Figure 3: The time series, Similarity index showing lag and anti-lag synchronization for non-
linear coupling and b = 0.1998 20
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Figure 4: Master stability function(MSF) vs Normalized parameter(K)(=cc ×(eigen value of
Laplacian) for chaotic and quasi periodic attractors
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